
Like London buses! [posted 31/08/13] 

You wait ages and none come, then before you know it two come along at once!  League 
titles that is, not buses!!  And what a way to win it, a win by whopping 99 runs against a top 

three side in Whitehaugh.  The tale of today's league-winning victory saw Saqi' lose the toss, 
and Whitehaugh's skipper invite the 'Holmboys to have a bat first.  The side's innings was 

opened by new opening combo' of Scotty and Flanners. And, as ever, a solid start was what 

was needed, and the 'Holmboys' openers didn't disappoint, putting on 48 for the first wicket.  
Scotty's wicket was that first one to fall as he went caught and bowled by Malik.  Flanners 
was going well though, and - with Stiffy - would put on another 15 before he found himself 
with a third partner for company, Elliott being trapped leg before by the experienced Allan.  

63 for 2.  Then it was 64 for 3 before Elliott had time to get his pads off, Owais being cleaned 
up third ball to give Allan a second wicket, and Whitehaugh their third.  64 for 3 and that 

good start now looking,.....well less good.  10 runs later and it wasn't looking much better 

with Doogie having also been dismissed, this time Morrow was the bowler, Sandun, like 
Owais, having his stumps rearranged.  And he'd not be the last, as no fewer than six batters 

would end up getting out the same way.  Back to the innings though.  Flanners continued to 
anchor things, and he moved past 50.  But he'd be the fifth batter dismissed when he 

became Morrow's second victim, offering up a catch that was gratefully received.  He'd made 

a hugely important 58, from just 68 balls.  After Paul's departure - with the score on 101 - it 
was a case of the rest of the order trying to score just as many more as thery could.  DJ 
made 8, and Maddy 15, before Beast finished not out on 9 as the side was eventually all out 
for 142 in the 40th over.  Malik and Gilmore had cleaned up the tail and finished with "3-fors" 

each.  143 to win for Whitehaugh, or - and more importantly - ten wickets for the 'Holmboys 
to secure back-to-back league titles.  Which would it be.   

  

Well, nine overs in and with Whitehaugh's reply on the ropes at 17 for 4, it was already 
becoming clear that the term "home league win" would next be used on a calendar date  that 

ended in "14" and not "13".  The 'Holmboys had torn through the home side's top order, the 
top four of Farndale, Allan, Morrow and Miller all having come and gone.  Doogie was the 

man on a mission, having secured a "3-for" already in a spell of genuinely quick opening 

bowling.  Brother Maddy was the other bowler with a wicket, having cleaned up Morrow.  And 
from 17 for 4, things got little better as Whitehaugh suffered a "bad day at the office" being 

skittled out for under 50.  43 all out, Doogie with no fewer than five wickets, and perhaps 
apprpriately taking the tenth to secure the win - and the league - courtesy of a grab by 

Maddy to see Pollok dismissed for a duck.  The fourth no score of the second innings.  A win 

by 99 runs!  
  

Well done to the guys, another good season.  And a genuine club effort with no fewer than 
29 players playing in league games.  The youngest still an under 12, the oldest.....well let's 

just say they'd just about still be eligible for an Under 50s side, if we had one!  
  

Back to winning ways [posted 24/08/13] 

After suffering their one-and-only league defeat thus far this season in their last league 
outing, it's good to be able report that the Shawholm XI are back to winning ways.  Today's 

eight-wicket win over a nine-player St. Ninian's side was as comprehensive as it seems at first 
glance.  The visitors batted first, and after their opening partnership between Rodger (45) 

and Kennedy (23) was broken - they put on 57 together - the St. Ninian's' innings simply 

collapsed.  Skipper Sam Haggo got in to double figures, but her effort aside, the rest of the 
'card was akin to binary code.  Only Chott - who made 4 - got past 2.  119 all out inside 29 

overs, with 30 in extras being comfortably the second-highest contributor.  For the 'Holmboys 
there was a "3-for" for Rusty as well as a brace of wickets a-piece for Saqi' and Beast.  120 to 

win.  
  

Rosco and Flanners opened for Shawholm and any nerves that surrounded chasing such a 

low target were quickly removed as the two batted sensibly and took their side, firstly, past 
50, and, then, on towards the three figures.  But 5 runs shy of a 100-run opening partnership 

Flanners was trapped leg-before by Haggo to give the visitors what was the first of what 



would only be two wickets.  And Haggo got the other wicket too, another LBW, this time 

Stouty without scoring.  However Rosco (45*) batted through, and Owais (16*) gave him 
sensible support as the eight-wicket win was secured.  Good stuff, another win, and next 

Saturday sees the chance to secure back-to-back league titles if a win over Whitehaugh can 
be had. 

  

Winning run comes to a grinding stop [posted 10/08/13] 
It had to happen we guess.  That winning run had to end one day.  I guess in this scribe's 

mind however was maybe a loss that saw the 'Holmboys just on the wrong end of a 500+ 
run thriller.  But no, the long winning streak was ended today in completely unceremonious 

fashion.  It was a pants-round-the-ankles-bare-bottom-thrashing by the Meikleriggs guys that 
saw the run ended.  And how.  88 all out, and the oppo' racing to their win before drinks.  

So, I guess, there's one positive: we saved a 89p on the second half drinks!  Always a silver 

lining.  And talking about all things silvery, or should we say, more grey'ish than silvery.  It 
was two old foxes in the Meikleriggs line-up that saw their side home in the second innings.  

Sandy Strang [Ed: what is the descriptive noun for a player once they're beyond "veteran"?] 
batted the 23-odd overs for an unbeaten 18, whilst his young partner for most of that period, 

Tim Preston-Jones, top-scored with 35.  And a 35 that was boundary-laden, containing - as it 

did - five 4s and a 6.  The 'Holmboys did take three wickets - two for Saqi' - but they were 
never really in with a chance of winning it as The Wall and The Bunter saw their side home 

with little fuss. 
  

The meagre total of 89 to win had been set because the 'Holmboys' batting had failed, 
virtually all of it.  Only four batters got into double figures, but none got past 16.  DJ top-

scoring with said number.  Oddly the start had been quite good though with Rosco and 

Shabir putting on 26 for the first wicket.  But really after this it was revolving door stuff.  44 
for 5, 63 for 7, 88 all out.  Thank you, and good-night.  Darroch, the Meikleriggs' skipper, 

grabbed a "4-for" amidst the carnage but there were wickets for all the bowlers used.  
  

So a defeat, at long last.  Hardly a disaster though, but it does bring Meikleriggs closer to the 
'Holmboys in the table and guarantees that the last three games of season will be no dead 
rubbers.  All to play for.  Next week it's Glenpark away, though it's of note that Glenpark 

conceded their match today, unable to raise a side.  
  

Another Saturday, another win, as remarkable winning streak continues [posted 

03/08/13]  
Torrance House were the visitors in the Reserve League today in the return fixture to the 

tight match played in the New Town earlier this season.  The 'Holmboys' side showed a few 
changes to the eleven that'd won well at The Tryst last weekend, with player unavailability 

again causing personnel changes.  And as a result it was young side that took to the ground 
behind Saqi' come noon, the 'Holmboys in the field first.  No fewer than six juniors were in 

the side, with Saqi' and Mushy no veterans either!  And the perfect start was made when 

Torrance House slipped to 17 for 2 with Meikle and Lalli both dismissed within the first five 
overs.  But number three Lalli's departure brought Ralphs to the crease and he and young 

Turner stabilised things, and added 70 for the third wicket.  This saw Ralphs nicking off to 
Akhil, Flanners safely pouching the chance.  So an end was opened up.  87 for 3.  In fact 

both ends were then open, when two further wickets fell in quick succession, Turner (23) and 

Khan (3) becoming the fourth and fifth batters to get out.  Suddenly from 87 for 2 it was 95 
for 5 and new batters at both ends.  Could the 'Holmboys press home their advantage?  

Answer: catergorically yes.  95 for 5 became 108 for 8, and then 108 all out as Torrance 
House suffered the kind of collapse that all teams have nightmares of.  But credit the 
'Holmboys who, after patiently chipping away when Ralphs and Turner were slowly 
accummulating runs in their 70-run partnership, then changed gear and didn't let their 

opponents off the hook when the opportunity presented itself.  Shabir was the main 

destroyer as the collapse started to take shape, grabbing a "5-for" to get on to the honours 
board and finishing with 5 for 12 in his eight or so overs.  108 all out it was, 109 to win. 

  



Chasing such a low score needs a steady start that doesn't give the oppo' a sniff of turning 

things around.  So 44 for the first wicket - Mushy dismissed for 12 in the tenth over - was a 
decent start.  Nearly half way to the target, and nine wickets still in place.  Rosco was the not 

out batter, and he'd go on to score 32 before being bowled by Kumar.  But he'd done his 
job.  His departure saw Shabir and Flanners together and, though, the former would get out 

too, when this partnership was broken the finish line was in sight.  89 for 3.  Flanners (42 not 

out) and Beast then saw the side home.  
  

Another league win then, and importantly one against another side in the top three.  Well 
done to the guys, and mention again of the youngsters involved and more than holding their 

own.  Aliyan opened the bowling and returned creditable figures of 6-1-15-1, and Akhil took 2 
for 27 in his six overs.  Rosco's 32 we've already mentioned. 

 

The Tryst blown away [posted 27/07/13] 
The Tryst XI were simply blown away today, being bundled out for just 47 by the 'Holmboys' 
attack.  Unsurprisingly this secured the win for the side, and their unbeaten league run 
continues.  The destroyer-in-chief was Haider on his 2013 Saturday league debut.  4 for 8 

thank you very much, three bowled and one scalp courtesy of a grab by Shabir.  But whilst 

Haider's "4-for" would normally take all the bowling plaudits, there was also a hat-trick to talk 
about in this one!  The hat-trick hero being Lexy.  He ddismissed three of the top five batters 

in The Tryst's order, Reed, Haleem and Morton being the triumverate that made up his haul.  
This left three wickets to be accounted for, and the skipper got two and Motassim one.  The 

"FOW" column also makes somewhat bizarre reading - even taking in to account Lexy's feat.  
20 for 1 became for 2, 3, 4 and then 5 as the hosts suffered a batting collapse of quite 

dramatic scale.   

  
But here's something we've not mention yet, namely that The Tryst were batting second.  So 

the question is what were they chasing.  Gulp: 263 to win!  So the winning was,.....well, it 
was large.  And the target was as big as it was thanks in the main to the contributions of 

three batters, two being still Under 15!  Owais was the top-scorer, a well made 86, batting at 

three, evidencing his ability to bat time, as well as anchor an innings.  Then there was Akhil's 
56, batting at nine.  The two put on a whopping 109 for the eighth wicket in a partnership 

that - at the time - transformed the feel of the innings from being one that might be okay'ish, 
to being a probable winning effort.  The third batter to chip in was Mushy who, batting up the 

order at four, made 46 in typical fashion, an innings that included eight 4s.  Of the other 

batters, only Shabir (15) got into double figures, simply underlining how good the other three 
knocks were.  262 all out was the final score.  

  
So another Saturday league, and still top-of-the-pile.  Well played. 

  
Hillhead a game too far [posted 21/07/13] 

It was Western Cup quarter-final day today, and a good test of just where the 'Holmboys had 

got to as they took their long-unbeaten league and cup record to Hughenden to take on 
Hillhead's 1st XI. And on yet another scorcher of a day [Ed: read that and weep Glenton!] the 

side put up a really good fight, though ultimately came up just a little short, losing by 27 
runs.  

  

The hosts had first use of a wicket that, generally, behaved pretty well, albeit a few deliveries 
spat a bit.  And, if anything, the "bounciness" maybe proved the undoing of the bowling early 

on as Hillhead raced out of the blocks.  Hari' was bowling tightly at one end - his first four 
overs costing just 6 runs - but Lexy struggled in his opening spell, leaking 29 runs in the four 

overs he bowled.  And Hari's fourth over had brought the breakthrough, Mathur holing out to 
Doogie for 18.  26 for 1.  It was then 42 for 2 and 57 for 3, as the bowling change that had 

seen Motassim come into the attack in place of Lexy paid dividends, Motassim picking up the 

wickets of Nayak and Bond.  It was the sixteenth over, and the pendulum had swung back in 
the 'Holmboys' favour.  And the next six overs saw it remain firmly swung towards this same 

direction.  57 for 3 became 79 for 6 as Motassim and Hari' strangled the Hillhead middle 



order.  79 for 7, 22 overs gone.  A really strong position.  But Motassim and Hari' were now 

bowled out and it would be up to the remaining change bowlers to bowl just as tightly in the 
remaining eighteen overs.  But unfortunately it wasn't to be.  Saqi' turned to spin at first, but 

Mushy (8-1-39-2) and Doogie (3-0-34-0) just couldn't keep the batters in check to the same 
extent.  Doogie was replaced at the tennis court end by Shabir, but it was really too late with 

the home batters - in particular Yadav (46) and young Under 15 player Mehreban (40) who 

put on 92 for the seventh over - having seized the opportunities given them and upped the 
run rate.  Shabir bowled well in his short spell, taking 3 for 8, and maybe re-emphasing the 

point that, on this wicket, seam was the more likely modus operandi to both keep control and 
get wickets.  As it was Hillhead had "got out of jail" and posted 181, eventually being 

dismissed with just over an over to go.  182 to win, Yadav's and Mehreban's knocks being 
key, as was the 'Holmboys' generosity in gifting 29 runs in wides and no balls!   

  

The reply didn't start too well unfortunately, though, Muscles being dismissed withiout 
scoring in the second over with the score on 10.  Abid and Shabir then added 43 for the 

second wicket before a collapse saw the side mirror what had happened in the first half, 
slumping to 73 for 6 after nineteen overs.  Now remember Hillhead had been 79 for 6 in the 

22nd over but had recovered to 181.  The key questions were: could any of the middle order 

batters replicate Messrs. Yadav's and Mehreban's efforts; and would the Hillhead bowling 
collapse as Shawholm's had?  Answers: no, and no.  Ahmed, who'd picked up two of the first 

six wickets to fall, simply ran through the rest of the order, eventually getting a "7-for", 
wickets falling regularly enough that no meaningful pressure was applied to the home side's 

bowling.  And, bar Lexy's 35, none of the middle order or tail-end batters could hang around.  
When the last wicket fell - Saqi' dismissed caught and bowled - there were still more than five 

overs to be bowled, and the margin of defeat was just 27 runs.  Only 5-an-over needed, but 

all out of batters.  How crucial then those wides and no balls bowled in the first half?  How 
costly the loss of control in the middle overs?  All contributing to a feeling of "what if"?  And, 

"what might've been".  But defeat it was, and with it, the side's exit from this year's Western 
Cup after a really good campaign.  And of the plus side, evidence that the side is at least 

competitive against WDCU Premiership clubs' 1st XIs.  

  
Winning run continues [posted 20/07/13] 

It's now fourteen.  What is?  The 'Holmboys' winning streak, that's what.  Today's home 
league win - by 197 runs over southside rivals Albert Park - was the fourteenth consecutive 

Saturday league and cup win, the latest in a winning streak that now stretches back over a 

year.  Pleasing as this is, just as pleasing is the manner in which the guys keep recording the 
victories.  From last week's really could win with a young side away on Bute, to today's more 

"routine" win at home.  The margin of victory was made possible by the side posting 286 for 
8 batting first, with two batters getting past 50, and other cameos thrown in.  Shabir top-

scored with 65, and the other half-centurion was Spenny with 58.  In fact when these two's 
partnership was eventually broken the scoreboard read 161 for 2.  A great platform for the 

rest of the guys to build on.  And they did.  Only really Mushy and Owais (at five and six 

respectively) "missed out", with Lexy at seven (42) and Rusty at eight (28) helping 
themselves to a couple of the aforementioned cameos as the team total went past 250.  287 

would be a pretty big ask for the visitors, for whom - in the field - the plaudits went to Derek 
McIntyre for his "5-for".   

  

And the Albert Park XI's run-chase could hardly have started worse: 2 for 2 with both 
openers - Shinde and Ashraf - back in the hutch, Motassim and Lexy with the wickets.  And 

another mention of Lexy begs mention of his unintentionally air-conditioned cricket trousers - 
unless this scribe's eyes are deceiving him, Master Scott had a tear from near waist to shin in 

his whites, much to the amusement of the spectators.  From 2 for 2 things improved 
marginally, though with such a big target to chase Rusty was able to keep a really attacking 

field in place pretty much throughout thr innings.  There were slips galore, a bevy of close 

fielders in front of the wicket, and almost no-one at all outside the ring.  And though the 
visitors got to 59 for the loss of only two more wickets, when the fifth wicket fell on 59, this 

was the start of the end, which then came quite quickly.  89 all out, with only veteran Neil 



Greenwood - with 13 in the tail - getting any runs as the remaining wickets around about 

him.  A win - the fourteenth in a row! - by 197 runs, and the side stays a-top the table. 
  

Young Shawholm side win in Bute to keep run going [posted 13/07/13] 
With a myriad of unavailabilities, and holidays, it was a really young and inexperienced side 

that took to Lade Park in the last of the group stage matches in this season's Western Cup 

this afternoon.  Under the captaincy of Muscles, with Rusty (injured) and Saqi' (Ramadhan) 
both unavailable, the side included five of the club's juniors, two of them - Aliyan and Uzzair - 

still Under 13s.  To offset this lack of years and experience Aamir had Stuart and Shabir in 
the side however, with Lexy and Hari' in their usual places.  

  
Bute batted first and posted a potentially imposing 203 for 7, thanks in the main to 87 from 

number three Harding, an innings that held together his side's attempt to post a challenging 

score.  He was helped in aschieving his aim by 37 from skipper Crichton, while everyone else 
around these two struggled.  For context the third-highest score came from both Mann and 

Toop, both of whom managed just 6.  For the 'Holmboys Disk was economical bowling his six 
overs at a cost of just 17, the other bowlers all proving a bit on the expensive side.  Lexy and 

Matt were the two bowlers to take a brace of wickets each, whilst there was one a-piece for 

Cammy and Aliyan.  
  

Aamir and Hari' opened for the 'Holmboys in the run-chase, but the latter would perish 
quickly, going for a duck.  This brought Shabir to the middle and, with Muscles, he firstly 

stabilised the good ship Shawholm, before then driving it to the finish line.  Shabir batted 
through to the end for a really impressive unbeaten 90 that included eight 4s and three 6s.  

But it wasn't a one-man show.  Far from from it.  Muscles, with 84 - an innings that matched 

Shabir's for boundary 4s and saw him hit one more 6 - was just as integral in seeing the side 
to the win.  After Aamir's departure - caught off Peacock's bowling - there was a clatter of 

middle-order wickets that saw Uzzair and Disk record ducks and Akhil score just 5, before 
Lexy with yet another cheeky sheriff accompanied Shabir across the finish line.  204 for 5, 

and yet another win.  And if the WDCU website's correct then it looks like Hillhead in the 

quarter-final. 
  

Still top of the pile [posted 06/07/13] 
The GU Staff guys were back at the old ground today - their second visit to Shawholm after 

their earlier Sunday League visit.  And the good news for us dear reader is that the same 

result was achieved - home win.  And a win that keeps the 'Holmboys top of their group in 
this season's Western Cup with just next week's final round of round-robin games to come.  

Quite exciting really! 
  

The tale of this one was a good run-chase after a below-par bowling and fielding 
performance.  And this latter aspect was what determined that the target to get past was as 

high as 212.  In 40 overs.  Hmmm.  GU Staff had posted 212 for 8, with a couple of batters - 

Shah and Ali - getting agonisingly close to half centuries, and Jan chipping in with a cameo 
36 not out, batting at seven.  On the bowling front, really only a couple of home bowlers 

come out with credit, Rusty - back in action and skippering the side - returning 10-2-45-1 to 
go at 4.5 an over, and Doogie, whose eight overs cost just 27 as he collected as couple of 

wickets.  In all, seven bowlers were tried, all bar Lexy and Motassim picking up at least one 

wicket.  213 to win then.  
  

After tea the run-chase started with Shabir and Muscles.  These two gave the side a good 
start too, putting on 74 for the first wicket and accumulating runs a decent rate.  However 

both would ultimately perish; Shabir after getting to 35, Aamir when he'd got past 50 and 
was out, caught by Khan, for 59.  Rosco - like Rusty - back in action after being away was in 

at three, and he'd play an important role in the rest of the run-chase.  His unbeaten run-a-

ball 65 was key to the winning post being reached with just seven balls in hand, being ably 
assisted by cameos from Disk (22), and Doogie (15*).  Another really good, and well-timed 

run-chase.  And as importantly the run continues.  



  

Next week it's Bute County away, and a win to secure the quarter-final berth.  
  

Winning run continues [posted 29/06/13] 
It was the first of the reverse fixtures in the group stages of the Western Cup today, and so 

the 'Holmboys were down at New Cambusdoon in Alloway taking on their Ayr counterparts.  

The first game between the sides - season 2013's opening fixture - had seen Cambusdoon 
bat first score just over 160 and then lose by five wickets.  Well, guess what happened 

today?  Yup, youv'e guessed it: Cambusdoon batted first, posted just over 160 and then 
watched as the 'Holmboys chased it down with five wickets in hand. In fact the only real 

difference was that the run-chase took one ball more this time!  Spooky, or what?!?  Let's get 
to the detail..... 

  

The eventual total of 166 for the hosts owed much to the contributions from a few of the 
experienced middle order batters.  After 31 had been put on for the wicket between Mitchell 

(17) and Baines (5) that was due as much to extras as anything else, there were then 
meaningful contributions from McKelvie (30), Neil McCrossin (22) and Dougie Johnstone (36) 

that saw their side reach 161 for 6, before losing a flurry of late wickets - two through run 

outs - to finish on 166 for 9.  Mushy had the best of the bowling figures, returning 8-3-14-3, 
though four others grabbed at least one wicket, the two run outs taking the total to nine.  

Hari' should get a mention in despatches too however, his eight overs costing just 13 runs as 
he turned in a really economical performance opening up with Lexy.  167 was the winning 

post therefore.  
  

Shabir and Muscles were charged with leading,.....the charge.  And they put on a half century 

partnership to provide exactly the kind of solid foundation that most successful run-chases 
need.  But there'd then be two wickets that fell with the score on 51  -both openers gone, 

Shabir reaching 21, Aamir 16.  This saw Stiffy and Flanners come together in the middle, and 
a re-start was needed.  23 was their partnership, broken when Flanners departed, caught off 

Baines's bowling.  But Elliott would anchor the innings and ended up top-scoring with 45, 5 

runs shy of a half century.  His contribution was added to by other cameos from the middle 
order, in particular Mushy's unbeated 23 that saw him clear the rope with a maximum and hit 

a couple of 4s.  As it was the finish line was crossed at the end of the 38th over, Mushy and 
Hair' the pair at the crease, the latter finish on 9 not out.  Another good win, and another 

successful run-chase.  That's played six, won six in al comp's, and six successful run chases.  

#Toffee  Next weeks sees Glasgow University Staff visit Shawholm in the fifth of sixth group 
stage games.  

  
Three from three! [posted 08/06/13] 

The Shawholm XI bandwagon rolls on and on.  Today it steamrolled over the Glenpark XI, 
who became the latest opponents to be defeated.  It's strange - just ask the 'Loc players! - 

how teams can get on rolls, winning or losing ones, and they're difficult to get off again.  

Today's match - at Shawholm - saw Muscles take over the skippering in Saqib's absence 
through injury, other changes seeing Stiffy and Mushy in the eleven, and Hari' back 

available.  Glenpark's skipper Hempsey won the toss, and on a beautiful afternoon, decided 
to bat first.  He'd open himself, with Sharma.  For the 'Holmboys it was Motassim and Lexy 
with the new ball.  At 17 for 2 in the seventh over with Hempsey and number three Goan 

both out, the decision to bat maybe didn't look so clever.  Motassim with both scalps.  And 
from here things got little better as only three visiting batters got in to double figures.  

Sharma - at two - top-scored with 21, and Godsman was not out on 13 when the final wicket 
fell and his side had been dismissed for just 105.  Lexy had grabbed a "3-for", as had Mushy.  
In fact, had it not been for 32 (!) gifted in wides, the target would've been even lower.  But 
106 to win it was.  

  

As Hempsey had for his side, so Muscles did for the 'Holmboys, namely open the batting.  He 
opened with Rosco, but Armour the Younger couldn't match last Sunday's performance with 

the bat and was bowled by Godsman without bothering the scorers.  Welcome to the 2013 



Webbed Feet Award table!  But this would be the only hiccup as Aamir and new partner Stiffy 
put on 104 in tandem to see their side home inside twenty overs.  Muscles finished unbeaten 
on 48 (an innings that included seven 4s), Elliott on 32 not out.  Well batted.  And mention of 

the Glenpark XI's wide count in the passing: a meagre (!) 25.  
  

So another good win, and still unbeaten.  And a cracking day to boot!  Great game this 

cricket.....  
 

Winning run continues [posted 01/06/13] 
Still unbeaten.  That's the story of the Shawholm XI this season, as today's successful run-

chase at Meikleriggs saw the side extend their winning run to four,.....out of four played!  
How very nice.  This week's league win looked a lot like last week's.  By this we mean their 

oppo' posted what was far from a dead-cert' total to chase down, before the 'Holmboys' 
batter then all chipped in to see the job done.  But let's start at the start.  "What a very good 
place to start".  Who said that?  Answers in the Guestbook please! 

  
The side showed a couple of changes from the winning eleven from Torrance House seven 

days ago, with Owais out through injury, and Muscles down in Engerland.  In came the 

available-again Wills and Rosco, free from exams this weekend.  To the match.  Meikleriggs 
won the toss and opted to bat first.  At 34 for 4 this looked a poor decision,.....but at 155 for 

4 it looked genius!  It's a funny ol' game isn't it.  The quick wickets to go down saw Love (0), 
Jones (7), Darroch (1) and Khan (0) all despatched back to the bungalow, before a big 

partnership between Sturgeon and Mories looked to bring their side right back into things.  
But before going on, just a mention in the passing about Disk's first over.  Now we're not 

being overly harsh here readers, the big fella did eventually return figures of 7-0-39-1, and 

was again in at the end when a Ferguslie side was beaten.  But what a first over!  Five 
wides.  Two no balls.  And 6 off the bat!!  Ouchay!  Things did get better though.  As it was 

Sturgeon would be fifth out for 50, with the score on 155, and after his departure - and a 
cameo partnership of 35 between Mories and Kennedy - things kind of unravelled again with 

the home side slipping from 190 for 6 to 192 all out.  The wickets were shared around the six 

bowlers used, two each being taken by Motassim, Lexy, Doogie and Saqi'.  193 to win. 
  

Spenny and Abid opened for the 'Holmboys as they looked to win another game chasing.  
And it was certainly a partnership of contrasts, Abid playing as if it was a T20, whilst Spenny 
was more 1980s Test match.  And as they put on 41 for the first wicket - Abid going for 32, 

including five 4s and a 6 - it seemed a good combo.  7 were then added by Rosco and Brian 
before the former was caught by Sturgeon off Ellis's bowling.  This brought Doogie to the 

middle and he and Spenny added 47 for the third wicket, Doogie going for a positive 24.  
With Brian continuing to anchor the innings, Wills then played the aggressor and hit a brisk 

35 that included two 4s and a couple of 6s before his became the fourth wicket to fall.  145 
for 4.  25 runs later and with the finishing line in sight Brian then departed for a carefully 

compiled 51.  Beast and Andersony both then came and went after each getting into double 

figures to leave The Finisher, a.k.a. Lexy to do what he does.  5 not out, thanks very much, 
Cammy the other man with a sheriff's badge tonight: 6 not out.  A win by three wickets in the 

end then, and with just over seven overs to spare.  Another good win over a side that's 
always pretty tough to get past.  For Meikleriggs the standout bowling figures likely belonged 

to Scottish Women's international Nadia Wheeler who opened the bowling with Ellis and 

returned figures of 10-4-44-0.  
  

Another win sees side go three-and-three [posted 25/05/13] 
The sun was out - even in East Kilbride! - and the 'Holmboys were in league action at 

Torrance House.  Saqib won the toss and invited his opposite number to have a bat.  With 
plenty of bowling options this seemed a sensible-enough decision.  And it looked positively 

genius as the Torrance House XI slumped to 59 for 4 early on, with four of the top five 

batters back in the pavilion.  But the Lanarkshire side dug in and Urquhart and Hampman put 
on 45 for the fifth wicket to bring their side back in to things.  Kampman would go on to top-

score with 60 after Urquhart had become Saqib's first victim.  And he worked with the rest of 



his middle order and tail to push the total past 150 and on to 183, using all 50 overs at his 

side's disposal.  184 to win then.  Doogie like Saqib had grabbed a couple of wickets, with 
there being one-apiece for Motassim, Disk, Muscles [Ed: yes, Muscles was bowling!] and 

Owais.  
  

The 'Holmboys' run-chase was spear-headed by Muscles an Abid.  47 was put on for the first 

wicket as the two openers set a decent platform from which the rest of the batters could go 
on from.  Abid it was who went first, caught by Urquhart for 24.  Muscles and Brian then 

added just the 1 run before it was two new batters in the middle, Doogie joining Brian after 
Aamir was trapped LBW by Khan.  A 64 -run third wicket partnership was exactly what was 

needed at this juncture as Spenny and Doogie played sensibly and took the score past 100.  
112 for 3 was the score when Spen was third out, run out by Pearson for 29.  Doogie though 

simply continued on in the same vein, and built another good partnership - this time with 

Owais - and added 56 for the fourth wicket.  Doogie was himself the departing batter this 
time, caught off the bowling of Kampman for 43.  Owais then saw the side across the 

finishing line, finishing unbeaten on 40 along with Lexy - who hit a typically expansive and 
quick-fire 15.  184 for 4 with nearly ten overs in hand.  Ideal, and a result that sees the 
'Holmboys still unbeaten in 2013.  

 
Another win in the Western [posted 04/05/13] 

The Shawholm XI remain unbeaten in the Western Cup after their nine-wicket win at home 
today against Bute County.  The islanders batted first after an earlier 12.30pm start was 

agreed to fit in with ferry times, but after a steady start that saw 32 added by Peacock (25) 
and Stobart (14), wickets then fell regularly and they finished all out for just 92.  Other than 

the two openers, only Dickenson - unbeaten at the end - with 11 made it to double figures.  

Well, except for extras who managed 34!  Ouch.  Skipper Saqib - debuting in this role with 
Rusty promoted to the 'Loc side to replace Hari' - needed just the five bowlers, and managed 

to return the best figures himself, with 4 for 13.  There were a brace each for Lexy and Disk, 
and one wicket apiece for Hari and Maddy.  92 all out.  Well bowled.  

  

The run chase was measured, and ultimately highly successful, 94 for 1 being the final score, 
and the boys using just 21 overs to boot.  Rosco top-scored with an unbeaten 34, Doogie the 

other not out batter on 29.  The only wicket to fall was Muscles, caught Peacock, bowled 
Harding for 11.  

  

The win sees the 'Holmboys unbeaten after the first three group stage matches in this 
season's Western Cup, with the three return fixtures - against Ayr, Bute County and Glasgow 

University Staff - to come later in the season.  In the other game in the section played today, 
Ayr's Cambusdoon XI saw off the challenge of the uni' staff, winning by five wickets chasing 

179 to win. 
  

Western Cup win on opening day [posted 20/04/13] 

In the first game since their league-winning display over Torrance House at the fag end of 
season 2012, Rusty's charges continued right on their merry way with an opening Western 

Cup win over Cambusdoon.  The Ayr club's Cambusdoon XI featured a lot of youngsters, 
albeit under the guidance of the experienced Dougie Johnstone and Neil McCrossin.  Batting 

first Cambusdoon posted 160 - being all out on the last ball of their allotted 40 overs and 

setting Rusty's side 161 to win.  And win they would, chasing their target with a couple of 
overs to spare.  

  
The first innings saw seven bowlers used, with spells on debut for Motassim, Wills and 

Owais.  All the bowlers bowled tidily in windy conditions, but the standout figures came from 
Wills ("4-for") and Hari' ("3-for"), the skipper grabbing a brace himself.  For Ayr, young Shuja 

Khan top-scored with 35, while Robbie Henderson (27) and McCrossin (26) both chipped in.  

160 all out then.  
  



The 'Holmboys' reply was started by Rusty and Stouty.  Rusty's 22 proved important as he 

steered the top order through the early overs.  Stouty made just 7, and then young Uzzair 
Shah was unlucky to get a duck on debut, batting at three.  Wills though brought some 

experience to proceedings and his 29 steadied the ship.  Hari' chipped in with 11, before 
Owais made it a Shah Duck Double, coming and going at six without troubling the scorers.  

So it would be left to the lower middle order and tail to see out the run-chase.  And Lexy duly 

obliged.  He played a typically beligerent innings of 38 not out and, along with Matty Stout's 
unbeaten 15, saw his side over the finish line.  Lexy's innings included five 4s and a 6 - as I 

say, "typically beligerent"!  Well batted Lexy.  
  

A good win then in game one of a new season - next week sees a trip over the river to play 
Glasgow University Staff, a.k.a. Frank's Mob!  

 


